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A spontaneous breakup of a liquid jet results in the formation of a chain of droplets, which is a
daily observed phenomenon, such as in the raining process and under an open water-faucet. We
here report inkjet printing experiments for the formation of droplets which are inconsistent with
existing theories and thereafter propose a novel concept of surface area minimization to address
the droplet-formation condition. The novel concept is also capable of predicting the formation of
satellite and subsatellite droplets, which cannot be comprehended by the classic Rayleigh theory for
the formation of droplets. We also present a new evolution behavior of liquid jets not yet reported
before that the jet initially transforms into droplets and then becomes a uniform-radius jet again.
The current results can be applied to a variety of disciplines where liquid jets are present.
When we turn on a water-tap to take water, the wa-
ter jet sometimes breaks up into a chain of droplets [1–
3]. This breakup phenomenon is also observed during
raining. The spontaneous breakup of a liquid jet into
a droplet-structure has been broadly used in a variety
of fields. For instance, when an inkjet leaves the head-
nozzle of a printer, the jet falls down and breaks into sev-
eral droplets prior to contact with printed targets [4–7].
In blood vessels, the breakup forms a so-called “sausage-
string” pattern [8]. The breakup of liquid jets has been
also used in many other interdisciplinary topics [9–22],
such as fabrications of nanoparticles from nanowires [23–
25], formations of Li-Pb droplets in nuclear fusion [26],
and the coating process of polymer thin films [27].
The classic droplet-formation criterion was proposed
by Lord Rayleigh [28, 29], as sketched in Fig. 1(a), where
a jet is axi-symmetrically perturbed by a single cosine
function, r(z) = R0+a1 cos(2piz/λ), in the radial dimen-
sion. Here, R0 is a radius, a1 is the amplitude and λ is
the wavelength. According to Rayleigh’s theory, droplets
are formed if and only if the wavelength λ is greater than
the circumference of the jet 2piRu. However, we presently
report inkjet printing experiments [30] (Fig. 1(b)) that
droplet-structures are formed in the Rayleigh morpho-
logical stable region where droplets should not occur
according to Rayleigh’s theory. Fig. 1(c)-(e) illustrate
three typical droplet-structures from the inkjet printing
experiments, where the droplet-formations in Fig. 1(c)
and (d) are inconsistent with Rayleigh’s theory. In order
to address this newly observed phenomenon of droplet-
formation, a novel concept will be proposed in the present
work. Our new criterion not only generalizes the classic
Rayleigh breakup but also comprehends the formation of
satellite droplets. In addition, we find a new evolution
behavior of liquid jets not yet reported in literature: the
jet initially transforms into a droplet-structure and then
becomes a uniform-radius cylinder once again.
According to the physical principle of free energy min-
imization, the perturbed jet must evolve in such a way
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FIG. 1. Rayleigh’s theory and the present inkjet printing ex-
periments. (a) Sketch of Rayleigh’s theory. The green lines
are the stream lines of the capillary flow from our phase-
field simulations. (b) Present inkjet printing experiments
(red shaded circles) show that droplets are observed in the
Rayleigh’s stable region (hatch lines) in which droplets should
not form according to Rayleigh’s theory. (c), (d) and (e)
Droplet-structures from experiments with different ratios of
λ/(2piRu). Here, λ is calculated by L−D and Ru is estimated
by equivalencing the volume of the droplets piD3/6 to the one
of a uniform-radius jet piR2uλ.
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2to reduce its surface area irrespective of the evolution
dynamics. The surface area of the perturbed jet A is
calculated as: A =
∫ λ
0
2pir
√
1 + (∂zr)2dz and the total
surface energy is σA [31]. In contrast to the work in liter-
ature [32–34], two significant improvements are presently
made for the calculation of the surface area landscape. (i)
The calculation of the surface area must be subject to the
condition that the volume of the jet is conserved, namely,∫ λ
0
pir2dz = constant = piR2uλ, where Ru is the radius of
a uniform-radius jet which has the equivalent volume as
the perturbed jet. This condition is essentially impor-
tant and has not been considered in Rayleigh’s original
work [28] as well as the corresponding linear stability
analysis [33]. (ii) The second significant fact is that al-
though at the beginning only a single cosine perturbation
a1 cos kz is considered, the surface of the jet does not nec-
essarily remain harmonic with time. The surface of the
jet in general can be described by a Fourier series as
r(z, a1, a2, · · · ) = R0 + a1 cos kz + a2 cos 2kz + · · · , (1)
where ai, i ∈ N are the amplitudes of different orders and
k is the wavenumber. By writing such a general expres-
sion for the jet, our consideration is not only restricted
to the idealized case of Rayleigh where a single cosine
deformation is supposed to take place at the beginning.
Fig. 2(a), (b) and (c) illustrate three typical surface
areas A as a function of the leading amplitude a1 and
the secondary amplitude a2 for small, large, and inter-
mediate wavelengths, respectively, for a constant volume
V = 1. The effect of the higher order amplitudes ai,
i ≥ 3 is minor [30]. In each image, the red and blue re-
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FIG. 2. Surface area landscape. (a), (b), (c) Contour plots of
three typical surface area landscapes for small (λ = 1), large
(λ = 4) and intermediate (λ = 2) wavelengths, respectively,
for a constant volume V = 1. (d) The scaled critical wave-
length for the breakup versus the normalized amplitude from
the present surface-area-minimization analysis.
gions represent higher and smaller values of the surface
area, respectively. For a small wavelength (Fig. 2(a)),
the surface area has a global minimum at the position
of a1 = 0 and a2 = 0 (dark blue region). Hence, for
any perturbations, the jet has to evolve to the dark blue
region to minimize the surface area. This kind of evolu-
tion is achieved by decreasing all the amplitudes till zero
and the final state of the jet is a uniform-radius cylinder.
Contrarily, for a large wavelength (Fig. 2(b)), the global
minimum of the surface area (dark blue region) locates
nearby the maximal value of the leading amplitude a1.
Therefore, for any perturbations, in order to reduce the
surface area, the leading amplitude a1 has to continu-
ously increase with time, which leads to the formation of
droplets.
It is highlighted that for an intermediate wavelength,
the surface area has two local minima, as portrayed in
Fig. 2(c). One minimum is at the position of a1 = 0 and
a2 = 0, which is inside the region Au that is filled by
hatch lines. The other one locates inside the region As
that is filled by small dots. The boundaries of the regions
Au and As are marked by the magenta lines, which are
the isolines of the surface area of the saddle point (the
black circle) that is given by the locus of ∂a1A = 0 and
∂a2A = 0. According to the surface-area-minimization
principle, the evolution behavior of the jet with a surface
area landscape shown in Fig. 2(c) is classified into three
categories: (i) For any perturbations inside the region
Au, the jet cannot surmount the energy barrier at the
boundary (the curved magenta lines) and has to evolve
to the left local minimum in Au, which leads to the for-
mation of a uniform-radius jet. (ii) Similarly, for any
perturbations inside the region As, the jet can also not
overcome the energy barrier at the boundary and the
leading amplitude a1 has to increase with time to con-
verge to the right local minimum in As, which gives rise
to a droplet-structure. (iii) For perturbations outside the
regions Au and As, the surface area of the jet is greater
than the value at the saddle point and the jet can evolve
either to the left local minimum in Au or to the right lo-
cal minimum in As. The concrete evolution path depends
upon the kinetics which is analyzed in the following.
In order to compare the present results with Rayleigh’s
criterion, we analyze the evolution behavior of the jet
with zero secondary amplitude as Rayleigh’s considera-
tion. The horizontal dashed line (a2 = 0) in Fig. 2(c) in-
tersects with the isolines of the surface area of the saddle
point at the points: (al1, 0) and (a
r
1, 0), as represented by
the gray circles. According to the evolution behavior (iii),
a perturbed jet, r = R0 +a1 cos kz with a
l
1 ≤ a1 ≤ ar1, as
exemplarily indicated by the blue circle in Fig. 2(c), can
evolve either into a uniform-radius cylinder by converg-
ing to the local minimum in Au (the red arrow) or into
a sequence of droplets by converging to the local mini-
mum in As (the blue arrow). It is emphasized that such
an interval [al1, a
r
1] is not only obtained for λ = 2 that is
3illustrated in Fig. 2(c), but also appears for many other
intermediate wavelengths.
Fig. 2(d) illustrates all the intermediate wavelengths
which give rise to such an interval [al1, a
r
1] as a function
of the boundaries of the interval al1 and a
r
1, as shown
by the gray shaded region between the dashed lines.
Here, the wavelength and the amplitude have been scaled
by the perimeter 2piRu and the radius R0, respectively.
The two gray circles correspond to the ones which are
shown in Fig. 2(c) for λ = 2. All the setups below
the shaded region have a surface area landscape as in
Fig. 2(a) and the final state is a uniform-radius cylin-
der. All the setups above the shaded region have a sur-
face area landscape as in Fig. 2(b), where the jet has to
break into droplets. The critical setup for the breakup
has to be inside the shaded region in order to obey the
surface-area-minimization principle. Rayleigh’s criteria
λcrit = 2piR0 [28] and λcrit = 2piRu [29] are denoted by
the blue dashed and the horizontal solid lines, respec-
tively. On the one hand, Rayleigh’s criteria are based on
the assumption of a1/R0  1. As can be seen in the
region a1/R0  1 in Fig. 2(d), the present work is in
good agreement with Rayleigh’s criteria. On the other
hand, Rayleigh’s criteria deviate from the gray shaded
region when a1 ∼ R0. The horizontal dot dashed line
in Fig. 2(d) is obtained from the fact that the distance
between the resulting droplets cannot exceed the wave-
length of the perturbation. According to this geomet-
ric constraint, we obtain a critical wavelength for the
breakup λcrit =
√
6Ru. After normalization, we have
λcrit/2piRu ≈ 0.39, as depicted by the horizontal dot
dashed line in Fig. 2(d).
In contrast to the linear stability analysis [33] which
gives rise to Rayleigh’s criteria, a high order stability
analysis is carried out to derive the time evolution equa-
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FIG. 3. Stability diagram. (a) The scaled critical breakup
wavelength versus the normalized amplitude from the present
work and literature. (b), (c) and (d) Evolution behavior of
liquid jets in the regions I, III and II from the phase-field (PF)
simulations. (e) Illustration of the wavelength, which refers
to the fastest breakup rate, as a function of the amplitude, in
comparison with the one from the linear stability analysis.
tion for the leading amplitude [30], reading
∂ta1 = −C
{
k2 − 1
R20
[
1 +
∞∑
n=1
(nank)
2
]}
a1k
2, (2)
where C is a prefactor. When the leading amplitude
increases with time (∂ta1 > 0), the jet transforms into
droplets. When the leading amplitude decreases with
time (∂ta1 < 0), the jet is morphologically stable. Thus,
the morphological stability criterion is given by the locus
of ∂ta1 = 0, which yields the most important finding of
the present work
λcrit = 2pi
√√√√R20 − ∞∑
n=1
(nan)2. (3)
It is noted that the stability criterion, Eq. (3) can be
applied for a jet which is described by an infinite series
as shown by Eq. (1). For a zero secondary amplitude
as Rayleigh’s consideration, the stability criterion is ex-
pressed as λcrit = 2pi
√
R20 − a21. An intuitive interpre-
tation of this criterion is that when λ > 2pi
√
R20 − a21,
the mean curvature at the trough of a wave-deformation
is higher than the one at the crest and the induced
flow/diffusion from the trough to the crest results in the
breakup of the jet. The normalized critical wavelength
λcrit/(2piRu) versus the scaled amplitude a1/R0 is shown
by the red solid line in Fig. 3(a). The gray shaded re-
gion corresponds to the one as shown in Fig. 2(d). As
aforementioned, the critical wavelength has to be inside
this shaded region to obey the surface-area-minimization
principle. Rayleigh’s criteria λcrit = 2piR0 [28] which is
consistent with the linear stability analysis of Nichols-
Mullins [33] and λcrit = 2piRu [29] are depicted by the
blue dashed and horizontal solid lines, respectively. The
green dashed line with triangle symbols corresponds to
the results from Carter and Glaeser [35]. This criterion is
limited by the assumption that the surface of the jet can
always be depicted by a single cosine function during all
the time. The orange solid line shows the criterion which
is derived by Nayfeh [34] using a second order stability
analysis.
There are two highlighted features of the present sta-
bility criterion. Firstly, the present stability criterion is
inside the shaded region and does obey the physical prin-
ciple of free energy minimization for all the possible am-
plitudes 0 ≤ a1 ≤ R0. Secondly and most importantly, in
contrast to other criteria, the present stability criterion
crosses with the horizontal dot dashed line (the geomet-
ric limit) and the stability diagram is divided into three
regions I (hatch lines), II (orange area) and III (other ar-
eas). For all the setups in the regions I and III, the end-
state is a uniform-radius jet and a sequence of droplets,
as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c), respectively. The evolution
behavior in the region II is determined by two facts: one
fact is the stability criterion given by the red solid line
4according to which the jet must transform into droplets.
The other fact is that the region II is below the line of the
geometric constraint, according to which the final state
of the jet is a uniform-radius cylinder. These two facts
are actually not in conflict with each other, but rather
can take place in a sequential manner, as confirmed by
the phase-field simulation [30] shown in Fig. 3(d). For
perturbed jets in the region II, the jet firstly breaks up
into several droplets because the setup is above the red
solid line in Fig. 3(a). But, the diameter of the result-
ing droplets is greater than the wavelength and hence,
the neighboring droplets get in touch with each other,
resulting in reforming a uniform-radius jet. This natural
phenomenon that the reformation of a uniform-radius jet
after the breakup is due to the fact that the present sta-
bility criterion intersects with the geometric constraint
in Fig. 3(a). We emphasize that all other criteria in lit-
erature do not cross with the geometric constraint and
therefore cannot address this natural phenomenon. The
intersection of the stability criterion with the geometric
limit is also clearly confirmed by the phase-field simula-
tions [36], as shown by the square symbols in Fig. 3(a).
The experimentally observed breakup may occur at
the wavelength λf which refers to the fastest breakup
rate, rather than at the critical breakup wavelength. The
fastest breakup wavelength is straightforwardly obtained
by the condition of ∂k(∂ta1) = 0 based on Eq. (2). The
normalized fastest breakup wavelength λf/(2piRu) versus
the scaled amplitude a1/R0 is illustrated in Fig. 3(e) by
the blue solid line. The horizontal dashed line depicts
the fastest breakup wavelength λf =
√
2(2piRu) from the
linear stability analysis [29, 33]. The present work co-
incides with the linear stability analysis in the region of
a1/R0  1 and with an increase of the amplitude, the
deviation becomes larger.
Fig. 4(a)-(c) illustrate the time evolution of three jets
initially with R0 = 15, a1 = 3, ai = 0, i ≥ 2, but differ-
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FIG. 4. Satellite droplets. (a), (b) and (c) Phase-field simu-
lations of the morphological evolution of jets in the morpho-
logical unstable region with different wavelengths. (d), (e)
and (f) Evolution path of the liquid jets in (a), (b) and (c),
respectively.
ent wavelengths from the phase-field simulations. These
three setups are in the morphologically unstable region in
Fig. 3(a) and the final states are droplet-structures. For
λ = 100, the jet breaks up into a sequence of uniform-
radius droplets. For λ = 170 and λ = 200, mini-droplets
appear between the main droplets. In order to under-
stand these three different breakup behaviors in Fig. 4(a)-
(c), we trace the evolution path of the jet by a Fourier
decomposition to analyze the surface of jets to obtain
the leading amplitude a1 and the secondary amplitude
a2. The obtained values (a1, a2) at different time steps
from the phase-field simulations, as shown by the blue
circles in Fig. 4(d)-(f), are illustrated in the contour plot
of the surface area landscape. The blue arrow depicts
the temporal evolution direction. As can be seen from
the evolution path in Fig. 4(d)-(f), the leading ampli-
tude a1 increases with time in all cases to converge to a
lower surface area state (dark blue region), which leads
to the formation of a droplet-structure. The significant
difference is the evolution behavior of the secondary am-
plitude. The secondary amplitude a2 continuously de-
creases with time for λ = 100, whereas for λ = 170 and
200, the secondary amplitude first decreases and then
increases with time after passing through the star point.
In the first case (λ = 100), the global minimum of the
surface area locates at the right bottom of the surface
area landscape and the isolines of the surface area (black
solid lines) are axi-asymmetric with respect to the line of
a2 = 0. In order to reduce the surface area, the secondary
amplitude continuously decreases with time, giving rise
to the formation of uniform-radius droplets. In the sec-
ond and third cases (λ = 170, 200), the isolines of the
surface area are almost axi-symmetric with respect to
the line of a2 = 0 and the lower surface area (dark blue
region) occurs both at positive and negative values of
the secondary amplitude. Before reaching the star point,
the secondary amplitude decreases with time as the first
case of λ = 100. At the star point, a secondary breakup
with wavelength λ′ satisfying the breakup criterion takes
place, which results in an increase of the secondary ampli-
tude. It is noted that in all the cases in Fig. 4 irrespective
of of the formation of satellites, the evolution of the jet
follows the principle of surface area minimization. When
the surface area landscape is asymmetric with respect to
the line of a2 = 0, the breakup is regular and a chain of
uniform-radius droplets is formed. When the surface area
landscape is symmetric with respect to the line of a2 = 0,
which allows to decrease the surface area by increasing
the secondary amplitude, a second breakup happens and
satellite droplets appear. Hence, it is capable to control
the formation of satellite droplets by manipulating the
surface area landscape.
In conclusion, we have shed new light on the forma-
tion of droplets and mini-droplets from liquid jets by
proposing a novel approach analyzing the surface area
landscape. We have also addressed a new phenomenon
5that the jet initially transforms into droplets and then
becomes a uniform-radius cylinder again. The current
results can be applied for topics where liquid jets are
present.
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